
Tutorial VI: Raw data 
processing



Overview

• In this tutorial, we will:
• Learn how to upload files to ExpressAnalyst raw data processing module
• Understand the differences between Seq2Fun and Kallisto
• Learn about the results files produced after reads quantification



Download the example data 
for this tutorial

The example data are highly sub-sampled FASTQ files from Japanese quail 
liver tissue. This means that they are small, minimizing uploading and

processing time, but also that they do not produce biologically
meaningful results. The purpose of this example is to illustrate the steps 

for uploading and submitting a raw data processing job.



Start the ‘Raw Data 
Processing’ workflow



'Online processing’ allows you to upload files to the Xia
Lab server for remote processing. File upload can take a 

long time, and dataset size is limited to manage tool 
usage across many users. The alternative is to process

your data with the ‘Local processing’ option, which
requires installation of additional software. This tutorial

is on the ‘Online processing’ option.

Click ‘Proceed’ and create an
account or log in



1 – Register for an account

2 – Verify your email

3 – Log in



1 - Click ‘Data Upload’

2 - Click ‘Start Uploading’

3 - Click ‘Login’

When you click ‘Start Uploading’, a 
FileBrowser session will launch in a new tab. 

We use FileBrowser software to manage 
large file uploads to our server.



1 – Drag your files into the 
FileBrowser window

Files will automatically start 
uploading



1 – When uploading is 
finished, close this tab and 

return to ExpressAnalyst

Uploading files to the server uses up our internet bandwidth, so only a 
few users can upload files at the same time. To control this, we limit 
upload sessions to four hours. If your internet is not fast enough to 

upload all files in 4 hours, perform the uploading in batches. Drag some
into this window, and then when the upload has finished, launch

another session from ExpressAnalyst. We also only allow 4 uploading 
sessions at any one time, so if all sessions are being used, you must 

wait until one comes available. To avoid all of these challenges, try our 
local Docker implementation.



1 - Click ‘Finish’ 2 - Click ‘Proceed’



1 – Change the analysist type 
to ‘Without reference 

transcriptome’. This will initiate 
a Seq2Fun workflow.

2 - Click ‘Proceed’



If we have paired samples, the filename should be the same 
for forward and reverse reads files, except for the final suffix. 
The suffixes are put here so that ExpressAnalyst can remove 

them and then match the remaining file names. Other 
common suffixes could be “_1.fastq.gz” or “_1.fq.gz”.

Table entries in green can be edited by clicking on the cell. If 
the filenames are very long, you should give shorter ‘pseudo 

names’ like “S1”, “S2”, etc. This will make the final counts table 
and results plots easier to read and manipulate. Group labels 

are not used in the reads mapping but will be incorporated into 
the final counts table for downstream analysis and to annotate 

the results plots.

Click ‘Proceed’



1 – Select a database

2 – Click ‘Submit’ and ‘OK’

The default parameters 
will be appropriate for 

most datasets. Only 
change them if you have 
a specific reason. More 

documentation on 
Seq2Fun parameters is on 

www.seq2fun.ca 



This page will show the 
reads quantification 

progress. Output from 
Seq2Fun (or Kallisto), 

including error messages, 
will be displayed. The text 

output will indicate in 
green bold text once your 

job is finished.

Click ‘Proceed’



This page summarizes the reads mapping results. For Seq2Fun, the main 
parameter is the ‘core ortholog rate’, which should be over 70%. Here, it is 

less than this because we are using highly sub-sampled FASTQ files.

Click ‘Proceed’



This table can be directly uploaded to the 
statistical analysis module for expression tables 

in ExpressAnalyst

Information on Seq2Fun ortholog IDs



The End!!


